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Who am I?

Elizabeth Simister
Product Accessibility 
Manager

Bringing now 14 years 
of experience in 
assisting educational 
and government 
institutions in 
understanding what it 
means to be 
accessible.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Update/Change for current speakers.Introduce yourselves
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Defining Inclusivity
*Source: National Center for Educational Restructuring and Inclusion

“Providing to all students, including those with significant 
disabilities, equitable opportunities to receive effectual educational 
services, with the needed supplementary aids and support services, 
in age appropriate classrooms in their neighborhood schools, in 
order to prepare students for productive lives as full members of 
society.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s start by understanding inclusivity. Inclusivity is defined as the ability to provide for ALL students, including those with significant disabilities, with equitable opportunities to recent effectual educational services. The focus is on helping them to leave independent and productive lives as full members of society. This seems pretty straight forward right? 
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Inclusion vs. Integration

Inclusive classroom
• Students with diverse needs 

included in general education 
methods. 

• Required to complete the same 
work.

• Assessed in the same manner as 
typically developing students.

Integrated classroom
• Students with diverse needs 

included in general education 
methods.

• Required to meet the same 
learning objectives. 

• Assessment targeted to the needs 
of the student.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But let’s compare this definition of inclusion with how most integrated classrooms are structured. Integrated classrooms include students with diverse needs in general education methods. But these are required to complete the same work in exactly the same manner as all other students. In an inclusive classroom, students are still included in general education methods, but the requirements and expectations focus more on outcomes (achieving the same learning objectives) and differentiated assessment – which has been targeted to meet the needs of the individual students – regardless of ability. There are many similarities between the two, but understanding the differences in the key to building truly inclusive experiences in education. 
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Diversity, Inclusion, and Equity 
*Source: Association of American Colleges and Universities

Equity

InclusionDiversity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s take this one step further and explore how the ideas of diversity, equity, and inclusion work together. Diversity focuses on the individual or group differences and like personality, learning styles, and life experiences that make up a person. Equity is about the creation of opportunities for historically underrepresented populations to have equal access to the same programs in an effort to close the achievement gaps. Inclusion is about the active, intentional, and ongoing engagement with diversity in ways that increase one’s awareness, knowledge, sophistication, and empathetic understanding of the complex ways individuals interact with different systems. Here’s what that comes down to: It’s important that educators continue to understand the value of diversity, and provide equal opportunities, but inclusion is really about accepting and reacting to that diversity and reacting in a way that creates experiences that allows for it to be embraced. 
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Inclusive Learning: Benefits

Inclusive learning approaches 
benefit all students. But, learners 
with diverse needs often see 
significant returns in the 
following areas:
1. Engagement

2. Socialization

3. Peer Learning

4. Positive environments

5. Increased success

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how do we go about doing that? We start by understanding the benefits of inclusive learning practices for students. This approach really does provide positive impacts for ALL students. However, it’s this traditionally underserved group – those with diverse needs – that see the most benefit. When inclusive practices are adopted, diverse students are given more opportunities for engagement, because their special circumstances (i.e. their disability) have been openly addressed and accepted. These students will be much more confident engaging in an environment where they feel accepted and understood. �This leads to increases and positive changes in the socialization among peer groups. Inclusive classrooms also inherently have more opportunities for peer to peer learning. Which helps increase the understanding of the needs of the diverse students in the classroom – and allows these students to learn more from each other. All of this leads to significantly more positive environments, which leads to increased success for students with disabilities. 
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Inclusive Teaching: Challenges

Building an inclusive classroom 
isn’t always easy. Many teachers 
will feel challenged by the 
following themes:

1. Awareness

2. Knowledge & skill gaps

3. Time involved

4. Technology & tools

5. Ongoing support

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But let’s be honest, changing the way you approach teaching and learning to focus on a more inclusive environment definitely comes with challenges for teachers. Most of it starts with awareness. Many teachers feel they don’t know enough about the needs of students with diverse physical or cognitive abilities to be able to design curriculum or a pedagogical approach that will help them succeed. Some are intimidated by the perceived knowledge and skill gaps they believe exists between knowing WHAT to do and HOW to do it. For those that already feel they know what to do, many feel that they don’t have the time to do it. Building an inclusive educational experience seems like an extremely time consuming effort at first glance. And once you’re ready to give it a shot, you might discover that your school doesn’t have access to the technology, tools or on-going support systems to help you be successful. 
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Inclusive Thinking

Visual 
Impairments

Physical
Impairments

Cognitive
Impairments

Hearing
Impairments

Pedagogy

Content

Technology

To build inclusive experiences teachers 
need to consider how the pedagogy, the 
content, and the tools they use impact the 
unique needs of students.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That’s where this idea of inclusive thinking startsIt’s really about putting in a bit of effort to start to understand some of the basic learning needs for students with visual, hearing, motor, or cognitive impairments. Then taking this knowledge and applying it to how you think about your pedagogy, your content, and the technology that you choose to use in your classroom.
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Understanding diverse needs & the impact on learning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It all starts with understanding the impact this diversity has on learning. 
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Diverse Needs: Cognitive Challenges

Cognitive challenges can range 
from dyslexia and ADHD to 
Autism, Down Syndrome, and 
other intellectual disabilities. 

Impact on learning
1. May have difficulty receiving and 

processing information or have poor 
problem-solving skills.

2. May be easily distracted and have 
trouble with memory, reading, 
writing, reasoning and understanding 
acceptable social behaviors.

3. May have trouble concentrating and 
rely on assistive tools for reading and 
comprehension assistance.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s start with the least talked about and largest group of students with disabilities – those with cognitive challenges. Cognitive disabilities make up about 25% of the global population. This umbrella term includes conditions that range from dyslexia and ADHD to Autism and Down Syndrome. There is research suggesting that mental health issues like Depression and anxiety disorders and even PTSD all fall under this category as well. Interestingly, in the United States we’re discovering that between 60-80% of students with disabilities are choosing not to disclose these challenges to their colleges and universities to avoid the ever present societal stigmas attached to them. Most of these students are dealing with the invisible disabilities that fall into the cognitive category. While there is a great variety in the medical conditions that fall under this umbrella, there are a lot of similarities in the ways these conditions can impact a students learning. Many of them have difficulty receiving and processing information which can lead to poor problem solving skills. Others are easily distracted and have trouble with memory, reading, writing, and often reasoning through situations. This can lead to struggling to understand acceptable social behaviours and building good working relationships with classmates, and other teachers. Some will have trouble concentrating on the task at hand and many will rely on assistive tools like Kurzweil 3000 or TextHelp for comprehension assistance. 
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Activity: Understanding Autism & ADHD

1. Please form 2 groups of 4 people and select one person for each 
of the following roles:

a. Student
b. Teacher
c. Classmate One
d. Classmate Two

2. Read your relevant instruction sheet (don’t share with each other)

3. When I say start, please start your tasks. 

4. You have 5 minutes.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But what’s is really like to have these challenges? Let’s find out. We’re going to take the next 5-7 minutes to do a little activity to try and understand what it’s like to live with ADHD. Please form [x] groups of 3 or 4 people Designate specific group members as: The teacherThe studentClassmate 1Classmate 2[Hand people the instructions for the role they’ve been assigned. Tell them not to show or share their instructions with their teammates. Have them read the instructions thoroughly to themselves.][When everyone is ready, set a 5 minute timer and begin]Call time’s up. I need 2 people to volunteer for this next activity. [send one out of the room]



Activity: Understanding intellectual disabilities
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we’ve spent a bit of time learning about living with ADHD, let’s think about information processing challenges.[Open the WORD document for the Intellectual Disabilities activity – larger print and easier to project][have participant read as many of the words as they can in 10 seconds. The key, they cannot actually read the WORDS, they have to say the color]Let’s bring [participant 2] back into the room. Repeat the activity.
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Discussion: Understanding Cognitive Challenges

For the “Student” – What was it 
like trying to concentrate with all 
the distraction?
For the “Teacher” – what was it 
like trying to convey the lesson?

Did you struggle to execute what 
your brain was telling you? What 
was that like?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ok. So let’s talk about what that was like In the ADHD activity, who were the students? Can you tell me what it was like trying to concentrate with all that distraction? Instructors, what was it like trying to convey the lesson to the student? In the second activity, did you struggle to execute what your brain was telling you to do? Did you have even a micro-hesitation before speaking? What was that like?[wait for the room discussion to finish][Share if the following points were not raised in discussion or you want to add your own thoughts TO the discussion]The key in both of these activities is to get a bit of a sense of what every day life is like for students who live with these challenges. It’s to help you recognize that they are almost always trying incredibly hard to succeed. It’s just really hard. The student with ADHD has to fight through all of the distractions that the rest of us are able to easily put aside. For many, they’ve developed coping mechanisms to help them. Some stare at a single point (in the corner of the room, their feet, your nose). Others will tap a pen, or their foot, or they will bounce in place a bit. Some actually need to move around so they can focus on the physicality of moving and better retain the second input stream that is your voice. Students with information processing disorders often know what they want to do or say, they simply struggle to make their body react the way they want it too. Some struggle to understand the expectations when they seem counter intuitive or can be interpreted in multiple ways. They appear to never “get it” when really, the instructions need to be made clearer. 
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Diverse Needs: Visual Challenges

Visual challenges can range from 
low vision and color blindness to 
a complete lack of sight.

Impact on learning
1. May have low vision and rely on 

assistive devices to help them 
participate in classroom activities.

2. May be completely blind and rely on 
screen readers or textual equivalents 
to consume digital content.

3. May struggle to see certain colors or 
read content in front of the class.

4. May have difficulty moving around 
the physical classroom space.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s move on now to talk about one of the most well known classifications of disability – visual challenges. The World Health organization states that 3% of the global population can be classified as either totally blind or significantly vision impaired. But there is a significant range of visual challenges that aren’t counted when you just consider the most extreme cases. People who wear any form of corrective lenses (whether you’re hiding behind contacts or not) are technically disabled. What about people with light sensitivities, or color blindness. All of these challenges fall into the category of vision impairments. So how do these challenges impact learning? Many of the more extreme cases of low vision or blindness will require students to rely heavily on assistive technology, like magnifiers or screen readers to consume digital content. A lot of content may be missed without appropriate text based alternatives, image descriptions, or structured information. People with color deficiencies may struggle to see certain colors, or to differentiate one item from another. Many people with vision impairments will struggle to read in front of the class or have difficulty moving around a physical space that’s dynamic and often changing. 
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Activity: Understanding Blindness part 1

This is a video introducing how the tectonic plates move. While the video 
plays please take notes. You will have a small quiz at the end of the video.

URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kwfNGatxUJI

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s spend a couple of minutes understanding what it’s like to deal with a vision impairment like blindness. What I have here is a simple 2-3 minute video about how the tectonic plates move. We’re going to watch it as a group. [Play the video but make sure your screen is blacked out so they cannot SEE it – only hear the audio]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kwfNGatxUJI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kwfNGatxUJI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kwfNGatxUJI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kwfNGatxUJI
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Activity: Understanding Blindness

Based on what you learned in the video, please answer the following 
questions on your worksheet. You have 2 minutes.

1. What do converging currents do?
a. Pull tectonic plates apart
b. Carry tectonic plates along the upper mantle of the earth
c. Drive tectonic plates together

2. What happens when two tectonic plates collide?

3. Subduction can only happen to the ocean crust?

a. True
b. False

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While we’re watching the video I hope you were taking notes. In your workshop packet you have a worksheet with a place to answer the 3 questions listed here on it. You have 2 mins to answer the three questions. [set a 2 minute timer and have them start]Call time’s up. Ask for the answer to #1: Correct = CAsk for the answer to #2: The thinner and denser of the two plates bends and drops below the other one eventually being pulled down into the mantleAsk for the answer to #3: TrueAnswer #3 was never spoken aloud, and only shown as a notation on the video. If you couldn’t SEE it, you had a 50/50 shot of getting it right – unless you’re already an expert in the Tectonic Plates. 
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Diverse Needs: Physical Challenges

Physical challenges can ranges 
from loss of limb and limited 
mobility to full paralysis and 
diminished muscle control.

Impact on learning
1. May not have control over gross or 

fine muscles required to use 
technology.

2. May rely on alternative input devices 
to interact with digital content.

3. May have difficulty moving around 
the physical classroom space.

4. May struggle to communicate 
effectively with teachers and 
classmates.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And that brings us to the third classification of disability – people with physical or motor impairments. 5% of the world’s population deals with a severe physical or motor impairment. This could include things like loss of limb, or limited mobility, to complete paralysis. There are many neurological disorders that manifest in a physical way – like cerebral palsy or Parkinson's disease. But mobility impairments are also the ones many of us have likely experienced in one way or another at some point in our lives. Who in the room has every broken and arm or a leg? Who has had a child they had to carry around while trying to do other things? Who simply carries too many bags of groceries in from the car in one load? These are all disabilities, temporary ones sure, but they are situations that impair your ability to move freely. How does this impact learning? People with physical disabilities may not have control over the gross or fine muscles required to use technology. They may rely on alternative input devices like keyboards, mouth sticks, foot pedals, or speech activated software to interact with technology. Many will have difficulty moving around a physical space and they may struggle to communicate effectively with teachers or classmates. 
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Discussion: Understanding Blindness

How much information do you 
feel you lost because you were 
not able to see the video?

What are some of the biggest 
challenges you’ll face teaching a 
student who is blind or low 
vision?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ok. So let’s talk about what that was like. How much information do you feel was lost because you were not able to SEE the video? What do you think are some of the biggest challenges you’ll face teaching a student who is blind or low vision[wait for the room discussion to finish][Share if the following points were not raised in discussion or you want to add your own thoughts TO the discussion]The key to teaching someone who is blind or low vision is to think about the information that is being conveyed visually. You need to make sure it’s available in more than one format. Pictures should have textual descriptions, Infographics need to have appropriate narratives alongside them, color cannot be the only way you’re conveying something the student needs to understand. To get a good sense of this, start by creating everything in a text based format, then build up the visuals as supporting information. If something important is lost in translation you’ll have a chance to revisit it. 
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Activity: Understanding Cerebral Palsy

Using your non-dominant hand, write the following bullet points on 
your worksheet. 
You have 30 seconds.
1. Earth Science is the study of the Earth and its neighbors in space.
2. Many different sciences are used to learn about the earth, 

however, the four basic areas of Earth science study are:
a. Geology
b. Meteorology
c. Oceanography
d. Astronomy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cerebral Palsy is a neurological disorder that interrupts the brain’s signals to many of the gross and fine muscles required for movement. It can manifest in a variety of way with a wide range of severity. Sometimes it’s as simple as being unable to grip a pencil or pen, or if you can grip it, to write without shaking. Sometimes it completely blocks a person’s ability to move at all. To help everyone better understand what it feels like to struggle with mobility, I’d like everyone to take 30 seconds to copy down everything you see on the screen. But you have to use your non-dominant hand. There is a spot in your workshop packet for this exercise. [set a 30 second timer and start]Call time’s up.
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Activity: Understanding Motor control

1. Using your keyboard only, please find one video, one article, and 
one illustration related to the impact of humans on climate 
change. 

2. The resources must be less than 3 years old. 
3. You have 2 minutes. Please record your results on your 

worksheet.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To build on that feeling a little bit more, I’d like everyone to open their computers and a browser. You have 2 minutes to find one video, one article, and one illustration related to the impact of humans on climate change. The resources must be less than 3 years old. Write them down on your worksheet. And you can only use your keyboard to accomplish it. [set a 2 minute timer and start]Call time’s up.Who found all 3? 
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Discussion: Understanding Physical Challenges

How were you able to deal with 
the time constraints created by 
the physical limitations?

What are some of the biggest 
challenges you’ll face teaching a 
student with physical limitations?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ok. So let’s talk about what that was like. How were you able to deal with the time constraints created by the physical limitation? What are some of the biggest challenges you think you’ll face teaching a student with physical limitations? [wait for the room discussion to finish][Share if the following points were not raised in discussion or you want to add your own thoughts TO the discussion]People with physical limitations are equally capable of completing any task given them. Sometimes though, they need to use different tools to do it. Many teachers these days are adopting a “no device” policy in classrooms. But what about the student who finds typing easier than writing? How can they take notes? Some students may have scribes, or note takers, or other forms of assistance. Some prefer to record everything in class to be able to stop, rewind, and listen to the material multiple times. When you start thinking about inclusivity for these individuals, it goes beyond the way that the classroom is set up to allow for wheelchairs. It’s can mean rethinking your policies and practices and having a plan for how to handle exceptions. It’s also about thinking about the technology that you use in your classroom, and whether it will work for everyone. We’ll talk more about the details of that in a little bit. 
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Diverse Needs: Hearing Challenges

Hearing challenges can range 
from slight hearing loss to 
profound hearing loss or total 
deafness.
Impact on learning
1. May have limited hearing and rely on 

assistive devices to help them 
participate in classroom activities

2. May be completely deaf and rely on 
sign language or text based 
alternatives to audio content.

3. May struggle with grammar, spelling, 
vocabulary, and oral presentations. 

4. May have difficulty taking notes while 
listening to lectures or watching 
videos.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For now, let’s dig into the last major classification of disability, hearing impairments. The Deaf and hard of hearing community accounts for about 6% of the global population. But similar to visual challenges, there is a wide spectrum of more minor hearing impairments that this does not account for. This could be things like tinnitus (a constant ringing in the ears), or a partial hearing loss in one ear or the other. It might be that you’re just in a really loud location and can’t hear anything in that moment. So how does this impact learning? Students with limited hearing may rely on assistive devices like hearing aids to help them participate in class. They often request to be seated closer to the front of the room. Deaf students may require an interpreter be present in the classroom to ensure they understand. Many Deaf students can also read lips, so you need to be careful not to turn your back on the room to talk to a white board or projector screen. Students who struggle with hearing often also struggle with grammar, spelling, vocabulary and oral presentations. Most are rely on highly visual means of communication and may struggle to take notes while listening or watching a video due to the need to look away from the speaker to write on their paper. 
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Activity: Understanding Deafness

This is a video discussing where Earth’s water came from. While the 
video plays please take notes. You will have a small quiz at the end of 
the video.

URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_LpgBvEPozk

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s spend a couple of minutes understanding what it’s like as a Deaf student. What I have here is a simple 2-3 minute video discussing where Earth’s water came from. We’re going to watch it as a group. Don’t forget to take notes, there is another quiz coming. [Play the video but make sure the sound is muted and captions are turned off – only see the visuals]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_LpgBvEPozk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_LpgBvEPozk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_LpgBvEPozk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_LpgBvEPozk
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Activity: Understanding Deafness part 2

Based on what you learned in the video, please answer the following questions on 
your worksheet you have 2 minutes.

1. What is the percentage of water on Earth?

a. 73%

b. 80%

c. 70%

d. 64%

2. Why could water not have been one of the original elements that formed our 
planet?

3. The water on Earth arrived on comets? 

a. True

b. False

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ok, time for that quiz I mentioned. In your workshop packet you have a worksheet with a place to answer the 3 questions listed here on it. You have 2 mins to answer the three questions. [set a 2 minute timer and have them start]Call time’s up. Ask for the answer to #1: Correct = CAsk for the answer to #2: Because the early inner solar system was far too hot for frozen water and any water vapor would have been blasted away by solar winds.Ask for the answer to #3: FalseThe answer to #2 was only ever clearly conveyed by the speaker, the supporting visuals did not provide enough information to help answer the question on their own. 
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Discussion: Understanding Deafness

How much information do you 
feel you lost because you were 
not able to hear the video?

What are some of the biggest 
challenges you’ll face teaching a 
student who is deaf or hard of 
hearing?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ok. So let’s talk about what that was like. How much information do you feel was lost because you were not able to HEAR the video (or read captions)? What do you think are some of the biggest challenges you’ll face teaching a student who is deaf or hard of hearing[wait for the room discussion to finish][Share if the following points were not raised in discussion or you want to add your own thoughts TO the discussion]�The key to teaching someone who is deaf or hard of hearing is to think about the information that you are only conveying in an auditory way. You need to make sure it’s available in more than one format. Videos should have captions, diagrams you’re explaining out loud should come with comprehensive text based descriptions, audio clips need to have transcripts. In a similar fashion to what we discussed when talking about blindness, the best way to approach this is to start from the lowest common denominator – the descriptions or transcripts. Then build up from there. One other key thing to remember when working with deaf students, talk to THEM, not their interpreter. They will need to look at the interpreter when you’re talking but they will always make sure to engage directly with you as well. Make sure you do the same. 
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Adjusting your approach & applying the framework.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So now that we have a better understanding of what these students deal with on a regular basis, let’s talk about how you can adjust your approach and apply a very simple framework to build a truly inclusive learning environment. 
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Plan, Execute, and Adjust

There is no one-size-fits-all answer. Inclusiveness does not mean all 
students doing the same thing the same way. It means enabling 
everyone to achieve the same goals.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, it’s important that you remember that there is no one size fits all answer to this. Inclusiveness doesn’t mean getting all your students doing the same thing. It means enabling them all to achieve the same goals.
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Inclusive Pedagogy 

Thinking inclusively means potentially rethinking how learning is 
achieved and providing the means to help students succeed.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And it starts with thinking about your pedagogical approaches. Sometimes that might mean re-thinking how you do something in order to help provide the means for students to succeed. 
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Quick Checklist: The Pedagogy

Review your curriculum looking for ways to ensure these best 
practices throughout your course:
 A syllabus has been made available

 Goals and Learning Outcomes are clearly defined

 Differentiated activities are available when applicable

 Opportunities exist for collaborative learning

 Explicit instruction is provided

 Universal thinking is apparent in your curriculum

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This checklist provides 6 pedagogical best practices that can be applied throughout your course as you’re moving to a more inclusive model. Make sure you’ve posted a syllabus and that it’s easy to find in the course. �Clearly define the goals for the course and the learning outcomes you want the students to see. Make sure they can be easily found, and properly mapped to the materials, activities and assessments they apply to. �Look for opportunities to create differentiated activities where possible. ��One example of this I came across a couple of years ago, I was talking with a teacher at an inclusion event at the University of Cincinnati. She’d been teaching the same introductory writing course for several years. At the beginning of the semester she had always asked her students to do the same activity. To find a photograph that meant something to them and to write a story about what it was and why it was so meaningful. These stories were to be read aloud at the beginning of the next class. When the next class came around, a young blind girl stepped up to read her story. She held up a photograph that was facing herself, not the class. She read a story that was very well written, but clearly not personal. The teacher immediately realized her mistake. This girl could never have selected a meaningful photograph. It was a visually limiting request. After class she asked the student how she’d approached the assignment. The girl told her the instructions were to write about a photograph. So she’d asked her grandmother to pick a picture and tell her what was in it. Then she wrote about that. The next semester the teacher made one small adjustment to her assignment. She told the class to pick anything meaningful to them – a picture, a book, a movie, a song, an object – and to write about it. By making this one small differentiation that allowed everyone to accomplish the same goal in different ways the quality of work for ALL her students increased. ��Back to the checklist�Look for ways to encourage collaboration among students. Group work is always a great way to engage students on multiple levels. It allows them to learn from each other, and it allows the rest of the class to learn more about the students with diverse physical and cognitive needs – hopefully reducing the ostracizing that can often occur due to a lack of awareness and understanding.�Make sure that all of your instructions are explicit and clear. Students with cognitive challenges can be very literal, and if there is any subjectivity in the instructions, they will inevitably get it wrong. �Spend some time making sure that you’ve applied the core principles of universal design for learning throughout your course. 



Guided Evaluation: Assessing Pedagogy

Let’s go take a look at our Introduction to Earth Sciences course and 
assess the inclusivity of its pedagogy. Write down any observations 
about the inclusivity of the course pedagogy.

30

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s go take a look at this in practice [log into your demo environment and go to the course you restored from the workshop set up materialshttps://cdev-saas-ultra-test.blackboard.com/Cchu/12345 ]We’re going to take a look through this Earth Sciences courses and assess the inclusivity of it’s pedagogy. Write down any observations you make. Guided Evaluation Steps/Questions: �Is there a syllabus in the course?� [Yes – first item]�Are goals defined? �[Search around in the course for some goals on an assignment (if using ultra) or any content item (learn 9.1 only)]�[No goals defined, but can ADD them to an assignment/item]�Are there group assignments or opportunities for discussions �[Yes - a discussion defined in Unit 1 and the ability to add groups to any assignment]Ok, we’ll stop there for now. But that gives you an idea of what to look for. 
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Inclusive Content 

Thinking inclusively means revisiting content and ensuring it’s set up 
for universal consumption. It also means choosing not to use content 
that doesn’t meet expectations. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s talk now about inclusive content. Sometimes switching to an inclusive methodology means a few small fixes to existing content. Sometimes it might mean starting over and rebuilding everything. And sometimes, it might mean explicitly choosing NOT to use content from a 3rd party source (like a publisher) that doesn’t meet your new expectations for inclusion. 
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Quick Checklist: The Content

Evaluate all content for the following elements: 
 Images have alternative text

 No images of text or blinking images and animations

 Word and PowerPoint documents are properly structured

 PDFs are tagged for accessibility

 Videos are captioned

 Instructions are clear and succinct

 Color choices have proper contrast

 Tables are not used for layout

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what’s involved in creating inclusive content? The checklist here has 8 key best practices to think about. Do all the images you’re using have alternative text?� Are you using any images of text, blinking images, or animations? Images of text are impossible for screen readers to consume and blinking images or animations have the potential to cause seizures in some people. I know that seem fun and engaging, but if they are not adding something substantive to the material – why include them? ��One tricky example of images that often contain text – infographics. Infographics are a great way to convey a lot of information quickly. Even when they are built in a way that ensures text within them can be read, the overall story being told is often lost on non-visual users. The best way to ensure equal access to the information is to write a comprehensive narrative that tells the story in a text only format and make that available along side the infographic. �Make sure that your Word and PowerPoint documents are properly tagged. Headings create context in long documents and allow screen reader users to quickly scan the document for the content they are looking for. �Make sure that any PDFs in your course are properly tagged to expose the content and structure to assistive technology like screen readers. �Caption all your videos. �As with pedagogy, make sure all of your instructions are clear and succinct. �Pay attention to the color choices that you’re making and ensure there is enough contrast between the text and the background colors.�Avoid using tables for layout. Limit use of tables to presenting data, or appropriately tabular content. Use other methods like divs, spans, and CSS to control position of items you wish to layout on a page. 
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Inclusive Technology

Thinking inclusively means understanding how people need to 
interact with different tools you are using and adjusting or 
accommodating as necessary.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The last component in the Inclusivity framework is to think about the technology you’re choosing to use in your classroom. If it’s not meeting expectations around inclusion, you may need to rethink how you’re using it. Or at least have a plan for reasonable accommodations for students who cannot use it. 
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Quick Checklist: The Tools and Technology

When selecting tools and technology to use in your classroom 
consider how it may impact people with diverse needs.
 Do colors within the application have proper contrast?

 Does the entire page magnify, not just the text?

 Are all controls are accessible with a keyboard?

 Does clicking form labels move the cursor to the right element?

 Are audio and visual notifications provided in more than one format?

 Are there additional plug-ins and downloads required?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But how do you assess technology if you’re not an accessibility expert? There are several things you can check quickly without knowing a lot about accessibility up front. This checklist provides 6 easy things to check for. Do the colors on the page pass contrast requirements? There are several really good free tools available to quickly help you assess the color contrast on a page or application. WAVE is a good browser extension. If you know the color codes, webAIM’s contrast checker is great. But there is also a great simple tool from the Paciello group to help you quickly check color contrast. �When you magnify the page, does the entire page magnify, or just the text?�Can you get to all the links, buttons, and controls using just your keyboard?�If it’s a form, does clicking on the text label move focus to that form field or select a default option (like a radio button or checkbox)? This is a great way to see if the form labels have been properly associated to the fields they represent. This is key for a screen reader user to understand the form. �If there are notifications (like a new message being posted) does it present the notification in multiple formats (both audio and video)?�Does the application ask you to download any additional plug-ins in order to use it? If so, these can create barriers for many users. The plug-in workflows may not be accessible themselves, the student may be on a computer that doesn’t allow them to install anything. 
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Guided Evaluation: Assessing Content

Going back to our Earth Sciences course, let’s take a look at a couple of specific 
content elements. Write down any observations about the inclusivity of the course 
content.

URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T20RT0GgOB4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ok. Lets go back to our Earth Sciences course and look at a couple of content examples. Once again, write down any observations you make about the content. [return to demo course]Guided Evaluation Steps/Questions: �[go to Unit One and play the first few seconds of the “Introduction to Earth Sciences Video”]�Question: Is this an inclusive video? �It has burned in text but no audio. So non-visual users are missing all of the content. �[go back to Unit One and open the “View of the earth” item�Question: What potential problems do you see with this content item? �Image may not have alt text – edit the image to see if it does or not�[go back to Unit One and open the ”Understanding the Water cycle” item]�Question: What challenges do you see here? �This is an image with a TON of text in it (more than alt text can be used to convey). There is no accompanying narrative to help non-visual students understand the information being conveyed in this diagram. Ok. We’ll stop there. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T20RT0GgOB4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T20RT0GgOB4
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Guided Evaluation: Assessing Technology

Technology plays a big part in our Earth Sciences course. Let’s audit the 
accessibility of two of the tools being used in this course. Write down any 
observations about the inclusivity of the tool.

URL: https://prezi.com/ogxzqpmlccys/introduction-to-earth-science/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ok. Lets go back once again to our Earth Sciences course and do a quick assessment of a tool I’m using. Continue to write down any observations you make about the content. [return to demo course]Guided Evaluation Steps/Questions: �[go to Unit One and open the ”Prezi: Introduction to Earth Sciences” link]Let’s check the color contrast. Does anything look like maybe the contrast isn’t good enough? How about the white text on that blue getting started button. [use the contrast analyzer to check it – it only passes for LARGE text – 18 pt and higher]Next let’s check how the page magnifies. You can do this using CTRL/CMD + on your keyboard. [Magnify the page until the break points change twice]This is a good example, as the page magnified, so did all the controls. When we got to a point where things might start to overlap, the responsive design styles took over and collapsed things into appropriate menus. Now let’s check the keyboard interactions. I’m going to start by clicking with my mouse on the options to advance the prezi itself, just to understand what should happen. [advance a couple of slides]. Now I’m going to refresh my page so that my focus is at the very top of the page. And I’m going to start tabbing. Uh oh – you can see as I start tabbing, there is no good indication of where I am. If you look really closely you can see a faint change in the color of the text on the menu from white to grey – but who can really see that. Let’s keep going. [tab again] As I get to the end of the first set of options, I expect to go to “pricing” next. Instead I’m skipped all the way to the far right to the getting started button – which is also only indicated by a slight change in the blue background. Let’s move again, I expect now to get to log in, pricing, and then hopefully to the options to start moving the presentation itself … [tab a few more times] Now I’m completely lost – does anyone know were I am? Seems that the chrome of prezi (menus and options) was “ok” from a keyboard perspective (not great, but it worked). But I can’t seem to get access to the controls to advance the content at all. Which means if I can’t use a mouse, I can’t consume this material. Is that inclusive? 

https://prezi.com/ogxzqpmlccys/introduction-to-earth-science/
https://prezi.com/ogxzqpmlccys/introduction-to-earth-science/
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Reality Check: Three Things to Remember

Inclusive thinking seems like a lot of extra work. The value is in the 
thinking. 
1. Start off the right way.

2. Pair up, plan together, share resources and ideas.

3. You can choose any path, have a plan to adjust on the fly. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ok. So that’s it. I know inclusive thinking seems like a lot of work in the beginning. But believe me, the power and value of it is in the thinking itself. You don’t have to fix everything in one day. Here is the best advice I can give you:Start off the right way. If you’re building a brand new course, start it this way. Do it right from the beginning. If you want to fix an existing course, do it one thing at a time. As you start updating and reviewing things, figure out how to add in more support for inclusive practices. Pair up. Find someone else who’s teaching the same course, or a similar one. You can work together to plan the new approach and you can share resources as you discover what works and what doesn’t. And finally you can honestly choose any path you want. Just have a plan to adjust course on the fly and make sure all your students have the chance to be successful. 
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Practical Evaluations

Apply the principles of this 
framework to your own course 
and identify 3-5 things you 
want to change or improve for 
your next semester.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ok. For whatever time is left we’re going to let you put all of this into practice on your own courses. Go ahead and open the course materials you brought with you. Do a review using the checklists provided (you have copies in your packet). We will be here to answer any questions or help out along the way.
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Tools and Resources
Helpful links to tools and articles for applying inclusive classroom techniques to your work

Building Content

• Microsoft Office
• Adobe Acrobat
• Bb best practices for 

accessible content

Keyboard Navigation

• Firefox shortcuts
• Chrome shortcuts
• Google shortcuts

Evaluating Technology
• Firefox and Chrome developer toolbars

• Wave & Wave Toolbar

• AXE Extension

• Color contrast checker:

• WebAIM Contrast Checker

• Tanaguru Contrast Finder

• Your keyboard

• Browser magnification (CTRL +/- and 
CTRL 0)

https://addons.mozilla.org/en-us/firefox/addon/web-developer/
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/web-developer/bfbameneiokkgbdmiekhjnmfkcnldhhm?hl=en-US
http://wave.webaim.org/
http://wave.webaim.org/toolbar/
http://www.deque.com/products/axe/
http://webaim.org/resources/contrastchecker/
http://contrast-finder.tanaguru.com/
https://support.mozilla.org/en-US/kb/keyboard-shortcuts-perform-firefox-tasks-quickly
https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/157179?hl=en
https://support.google.com/docs/answer/179738?hl=en
https://en-us.help.blackboard.com/Accessibility
https://en-us.help.blackboard.com/Accessibility
https://support.mozilla.org/en-US/kb/keyboard-shortcuts-perform-firefox-tasks-quickly
https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/157179?hl=en
https://support.google.com/docs/answer/179738?hl=en
https://addons.mozilla.org/en-us/firefox/addon/web-developer/
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/web-developer/bfbameneiokkgbdmiekhjnmfkcnldhhm?hl=en-US
http://wave.webaim.org/
http://wave.webaim.org/toolbar/
http://www.deque.com/products/axe/
http://webaim.org/resources/contrastchecker/
http://contrast-finder.tanaguru.com/
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Formatting accessible documents

Structure & Formatting Proper use of tables Alternative text

*Read full article about Formatting Accessible Documents on Blackboard Help

https://en-us.help.blackboard.com/Accessibility/Format_Accessible_Documents
https://en-us.help.blackboard.com/Accessibility/Format_Accessible_Documents
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Principles of PowerPoint Accessibility

Slide Titles Reading Order

Alt Text for Images Self-describing links

*Read full article about the Principles of PowerPoint Accessibility on Blackboard Help

https://en-us.help.blackboard.com/Accessibility/Principles_of_PowerPoint_Accessibility
https://en-us.help.blackboard.com/Accessibility/Principles_of_PowerPoint_Accessibility
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Building accessible PDFs

Start from a well 
formatted source file.

Include accessibility 
tags when saved to 
PDF.

Invest in Acrobat Pro 
and use its 
accessibility tools.

*Read full article about Formatting Accessible Documents (look for PDF section) on Blackboard Help

https://en-us.help.blackboard.com/Accessibility/Format_Accessible_Documents
https://en-us.help.blackboard.com/Accessibility/Format_Accessible_Documents
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Captioning Videos

Find already captioned videos Start with a storyboard

Upload to YouTube Edit automatic captions

*Read full article about Captioning Video on Blackboard Help

https://en-us.help.blackboard.com/Accessibility/Caption_Video_Content
https://en-us.help.blackboard.com/Accessibility/Caption_Video_Content
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